Nov ‘96 MAC group Report

- LLC
- MAC
- PHY

Misc Subjects

- Previous MAC minutes approved.
Status for week

• We got close but there are some comments we did not have time to process.
• The rest of the report represents how far we got during this week.

R3->R4 summary

• Clause 1
  – No comments made in LB
  – all comments processed.
R3->R4 summary

- Clause 2
  - no additional comments processed for R4.
  - all comments processed.

R3->R4 summary

- Clause 3
  - no additional comments processed for R4.
  - all comments processed.
R3->R4 summary

- Clause 4
  - no additional comments processed for R4.
  - all comments processed.

MAC resolution adoption vote

- Clauses 0-4
  - R2 Mac Vote: 10, 0, 2
  - Plenary Vote: 25, 0, 2
R3->R4 summary

- Clause 5
  - A few additional comments processed for R4, all minor or with reviewer consent.
  - All No technical comments processed.
  - Comments not processed yet:
    » 24,26,32,41,47,48,49

MAC resolution adoption vote

- Clause 5
  - R2 Mac Vote: 9, 0, 3
  - R3 MAC Vote: 7, 0, 1
  - R4 Mac Vote: 14, 0, 2
  - Plenary Vote: 26, 1, 2
R3->R4 summary

• Clause 6
  – Comments not processed:
    » 2, 6, 7
  – c6, #1 - encryption vs bcast and mcast frames resolved
    » ok with commenter
    » Text not complete to reflect this - will complete if adopted by end of day.
    » this would impact several open comments in other clauses - they are left open in R4, we will update comment tables when text delivered by Mike F..
    » MAC vote: 15, 0, 2

MAC resolution adoption vote

• Clause 6
  – R2 Mac Vote: 9, 0, 4
  – Plenary Vote: 25, 0, 1
R3->R4 summary

• Clause 7
  – no additional comments processed for R4.
  – all comments processed.

MAC resolution adoption vote

• Clause 7
  – R2 Mac Vote: 10, 0, 3
  – Plenary Vote: 26, 0, 2
R3->R4 summary

- Clause 8
  - A few additional comments processed for R4, all minor.
  - All No technical comments processed.
  - Comments not processed:
    » 1, 4, 7, 10, 11, 13, 23, 31-35

MAC resolution adoption vote

- Clause 8
  - R3 Mac Vote: 6, 0, 3
  - Plenary Vote: 26, 0, 2
R3->R4 summary

- **Clause 9**
  - unprocessed tech no vote: C#12 (state machines)
  - No additional decisions made for R4

MAC resolution adoption vote

- **Clause 9**
  - R2 Mac Vote: 17, 0, 3
  - Plenary Vote: 27, 0, 0
R3->R4 summary

• Clause 10
  – Comments accepted for R4
    » 4,5,6,7,9

MAC resolution adoption vote

• Clause 10
  – R2 Mac Vote: 13, 0, 6
  – R4 Mac Vote: 13, 0, 3
  – Plenary Vote: 22, 0, 5
R3->R4 summary

• Clause 11
  – all comments now done.
  – On Wed eve accepted for R4:
    » 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 64, 76, 84
  – Comments accepted Thurs morn:
    » 63, 88, 96, 106
    » 88, 118
  – 117 not accepted - author withdrew
  – Text work needed in C11 due to C10 changes - this may take a lot of time.

MAC resolution adoption vote

• Clause 11
  – R2 Mac Vote: 14, 0, 3
  – R3 Mac Vote: 8, 0, 1
  – R4 Mac Vote: 13, 0, 4
  – Plenary Vote: 27, 0, 3
R3->R4 summary

- Clause A
  - no new R4 decisions.
  - Clause 9 #120 impacts A4.5 - referred to PHY group
    » appears that PHY has already handled the comment, hence the C9 file should have this # updated to match PHY resolution.
  - there is some text editing to do to make annex A match clause 11 sec reorg.
  - Pics needs to be updated to match this weeks work.

MAC resolution adoption vote

- Clause A
  - R2 Mac Vote: 11, 0, 5
  - Plenary Vote: 26, 0, 2
R3->R4 summary

- Clause G
  - 2 comments
    » #1 handled in plenary,
    » #2 re # of “shall” vs PICs
      - Moved: that we resp decline and comment author be asked to identify which shalls he thinks are suppurflous.

MAC resolution adoption vote

- Clause G
  - R4 Mac Vote: 15, 0, 1
  - Plenary Vote: 25, 0, 2
MAC group report

• That’s all for now...